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Contents 

This release note covers the following topics: 

 Installation Information – This section includes information on installation of ScaleArc for Oracle 3.7. 

 New Features – This section lists the new features in this release. 

 Improvements – This section lists the improvements for this release. 

 Fixed Issues – This section lists issues that have been fixed since the last release. 

 Known Issues - This section lists existing known issues and provides solutions. 

 Highlight Behaviors - This section highlights behaviors impacting end users for this release. 

 ScaleArc Behavior Changes – This section compares the behavioral changes in ScaleArc 3.7 with 
previous versions of ScaleArc. 

 Limitations- This section lists limitations in this release of ScaleArc. 

 Prepare-Execute Limitations – This section lists limitations/ behaviors for prepare-execute. 

 Additional Resources - This section lists additional resources for product training and 
documentation.  

Installation Information 

Getting started with ScaleArc for SQL Server 3.7 is fairly straight forward. Refer to the 
Minimum/recommended system requirement to deploy ScaleArc server article for more information 
on the pre requisites for deployment. 

Refer to the Upgrading ScaleArc article for information on upgrading to ScaleArc v3.7 from a previous 
version of ScaleArc. 

Visit ScaleArc support portal at https://support.scalearc.com for additional help articles.  

New Features 

This section lists the improvements in ScaleArc for Oracle 3.7. 

ID Feature Description 

5146 Load balancing 
ScaleArc for Oracle now supports dynamic/weighted level load balancing. This 
feature directs queries based on optimum server response time and replication 
status. R/W Split must be enabled for this feature to work. 

10412 
Replication 

Monitor 

ScaleArc now monitors the replication lag on Oracle Database servers. Users can 
configure their own values for how much replication lag is tolerable to the 
application. If a server falls behind the configured replication lag threshold, 
ScaleArc takes the server out of load balancing pool.  

11143 
Read/write 

split 

ScaleArc for Oracle now supports Read/Write split for Prepare Execute Statements. 
ScaleArc distributes reads to slaves and writes to master servers on behalf of the 
applications which uses Prepare/ Execute statements.    

  

https://support.scalearc.com/kb/articles/1651-info
https://support.scalearc.com/kb/articles/721-info
https://support.scalearc.com/
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Improvements 

This section lists the improvements in ScaleArc for Oracle 3.7. 

ID Component Description 

10255 API 
API calls are displayed on the Powershell tab on the API page. These can be copied 
and executed verbatim on a Powershell. 

10690 
UI – Cluster 

Configuration 

Surge Queue Timeout setting has been implemented. This timeout decides how 
long a connection sits in the surge queue (in case there is no server available to 
serve that connection) before it is closed. 

10840/ 
11093/11550 

Installation 

ScaleArc installer improvements include the following: 

 A series of pre-installation checks will be conducted at the time of installing/ 
upgrading the system. Error/ warning messages will be generated if the 
minimum system requirements and/or any system pre-checks fail and the 
installation will be abandoned. 

 For custom installations, ScaleArc now will execute custom_install.sh file as 
opposed to install.sh script which was being used earlier for both custom 
installs and upgrades. 

 For custom ScaleArc installation, SSH will now be enabled till the end of the 
installation. This eliminates the need of a manual restart of SSH which was 
required in previous versions of ScaleArc.  

10971 Analytics 
Downloaded Analytics report file now includes a column for the average 
time/query for each line item. 

11433 
Debug Setting 

- UI 
Verbose debug mode setting in ScaleArc puts the cluster in debug mode to collect 
extensive diagnostics.  

11672 
9965 

Auto Failover 
 Auto Failover improvements include an External API script template for 
GoldenGate active-active setup.  

11708 
UI – DB server 
Management 

Ability to mark server offline and change roles for unreachable and unhealthy 
servers. 

11731 
UI – Load 
balancer 

Cluster load balancing type is visible on cluster landing page. 

Fixed Issues 

This section lists the issue that has been fixed since ScaleArc for Oracle 3.6. 

Issue ID Component Description 

11184 Analytics 
When we click up arrow button for sorting in any of available tabs in analytics e.g. 
"Total Queries", "Cache hit", "Server time" and "Cache time", then we were unable to 
expand hour. 

11207 Analytics 
After download and untarring analytics report, while opening xls sheet an error 
prompt is observed. 

11225 Auto Failover 
Surge queue timeout default value should be more than default manual failover 
timeout value to avoid connection getting timed out during manual failover. 
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11375 
CPU 

Distribution 

CPU distribution is broken in latest Xenserver 6.2. In xenserver if you select a Centos 6 
template and install the ISO, demidecode returns the empty value due to which youe 
license is not loaded. If you select other install media and install ScaleArc ISO, 
demidecode is working but CPU distribution is not working. Both these issues were 
fixed in this Release. 

Known Issues 

This section provides a list of issues that are categorized as important in this release.  

Issue ID Component Description Solution 

9281 Cache Compression of cache is not supported in ScaleArc.  While adding cache rules in 
ScaleArc do not enable the 
compression flag as this 
feature is currently not 
supported. 

9701 Services In golden gate replication, there are 2 services 
(Extract and Replicat) which run on the servers 
which are responsible for the replication of the 
data. 
If either of these services do not run correctly or 
show some errors then the replication between the 
servers will stop. However, the status of these 
services is not monitored by the ScaleArc while 
updating the server health. 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

9724 Services ScaleArc health monitoring does not use the 
cluster outbound IP for checking the health of 
servers. Instead ScaleArc uses IP of the systems 
primary interface. So health monitoring is not 
possible if the DB servers are reachable only via 
the clusters outbound IP. 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

10002 Core Authentication Offload is not supported for those 
users whose password is 16 or more characters 

Specify passwords less than 
16 characters in length. 

10136 Connection 
Management 

If the password of a database user is changed in a 
way where only the case of the password is 
different but the characters are the same, then 
ScaleArc fails to acknowledge this change. 

Delete the user and add it 
again with the new password 
in ScaleArc. 

10145 Connection 
Management 

If a user is deleted and added again with the same 
password on the database server then 
authentication fails for that user through ScaleArc. 

Delete the user from Scalearc 
and add it again. 

10160 Query 
Processing 

Error "maximum open cursors exceeded" is seen 
on a connection when no. of cursors opened on it 
is 1 less than the maximum open cursors limit on 
the server. 

Please increase the 
MAX_OPEN_CURSORS setting 
on the server. 

10438 Services/ 
Installation  

Upon installation of Scalearc, a few services such as 
failover, user_creds_monitor etc. do not work. The 

This issue occurs only when 
there is timezone and time 
mismatch on server where 
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watchdog fails to start these services due to 
timezone / time mismatch. 

ScaleArc is deployed. Please 
restart watchdog service once 
the ScaleArc initial setup is 
complete and timezone has 
been changed. Watchdog 
service is accessed by going to 
Settings -> System Settings -> 
from the Services tab select 
Watchdog and click on Restart 
Selected Services. 

10693 Counters When client connections are in queue, the "Total 
Q" counter on Client/Server Connections graph 
shows correct value. However, when these 
connections are closed from client side before the 
"Idle Client Connection Time" is reached, the 
queue counter does not get reset. 

Please wait for the idle client 
connection time to be 
reached for the queue 
counter to get reset. 

10823 Auto Failover Auto-failover is triggered even if the global failover 
flag is disabled but external API script is configured 

If auto failover is disabled 
then select ScaleArc based 
failover and not External 
based API Failover.  

10928 Connection 
Pooling 

For oracle clusters, when connections are picked 
up from pool which have some session variables 
set on them, and are reused for another client 
connection, those session variables are not reset. 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

10928 Connection 
Pooling 

Any session variables set by older client 
connections are not reset when the connections 
are picked up from the pool. So if the client 
application are connection pooled then the part of 
resetting the session states will be taken care of by 
the client connection pooling library. However, for 
non-connection pooled applications, if the new 
connection is assigned to an existing server 
connection from the pool then client may see 
undefined behavior. 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

11183 Analytics In 3.4, we have per hour analytics data. In 3.5, we 
have per minute analytics data for an hour. When 
we upgrade scalearc from 3.4 to 3.5, analytics data 
of 3.4 unable to display as per every minute 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

11198 Caching Cache pattern and the corresponding cached 
response are not persistent and on restart of the 
cluster the response is obtained from server rather 
than cache. 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

11387 HA On a HA configured ScaleArc system, If secondary 
Scalearc machine is upgraded before primary and 
HA switch is performed, all the ScaleArc processes 
(manage, idb_main,idblb) will restart on the new 
primary  after HA switch. 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 
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11780 Core On creating a cluster with 2 DB servers having 100 
DB users and 100 DB's for each the user,  
with at least one cache rule configured to each 
logical db, the cluster stops on its own after  
being started. 

Limit the number of DB users, 
databases, and cache pattern 
combinations to less than 
3,000.  

12089 Auto failover When auto failover is triggered by dropping all the 
packets to the server, the client connections do not 
close as there is no RST received on the server 
connections. 
If auto failover gets triggered again, before flip-flop 
time elapses, then these connections are treated 
as idle. After "Max idle time for passthru 
connections" elapses then all the client 
connections go in passthru. 

To avoid this situation, it is 
suggested to keep "Max idle 
timeout for passthru 
connections" higher than 'flip-
flop' timeout in UI. 

12091 Logs if a query whose size exceeds max query size limit, 
is passed through then such queries are not logged 
on UI stat page and in backend logs.  

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

12172 UI  Change in server roles does not close already 
established connections on the server gracefully.  

To gracefully handle the 
Connections, user must first 
mark server offline, perform 
role change and mark server 
online.  

12203 Core Order of query routing rules are not followed in 
ScaleArc. 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

12452 Caching Cache is not getting generated even though query 
that is getting executed matches the pattern. 

Currently there is no 
workaround for this issue. 

Highlight Behaviors   

This section highlights ScaleArc changes/ behaviors impacting end users for this release.  

Component Description 

Upgrade ScaleArc will automatically restart when upgrading from a previous version of ScaleArc to v3.7 
because the kernel is also upgraded. 

Installation During installation if the smallest disk has size less than 25GB, then installation fails with the 
following error: "Could not allocate requested partitions: not enough space for LVM requests." 
Please make sure the disk size is at a minimum 25GB. 

Installation Password of the admin user has been changed to ‘admin@123’ to avoid vulnerability exploits. 

R/W Split When Read/Write split is OFF, read servers will not process any connections.  

Query/ 
Response 
Parsing 

R/W split between servers where all tables are not replicated will result in invalid cursor errors. 
(12360) 

Caching 
While executing traffic, ScaleArc looks for the completeness of a response sent from the server. 
Failure of this will cause the response not being cached. (12452) 
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API’s  ACL related API’s are no longer supported in version 3.7. (11721) 

ScaleArc Behavior Changes 

This section compares the behavioral changes in ScaleArc 3.7 with previous versions of ScaleArc. 

ID ScaleArc Behavior in Previous Versions ScaleArc 3.7 Behavior 
9989 Prior to 3.7, we had one Read+Write server serving 

both read and write queries. All other servers were 
only functional as Standby No traffic. 

In 3.7, ScaleArc supports read/write split 
with all write queries being serviced by 
the “read+write” server and read 
queries by the "Standby Read/Read" 
servers configured.  

11782  ScaleArc archived log files based on disk space 
utilization only, i.e., when disk space is greater than 
60%. 

In ScaleArc 3.7, log files are archived 
based on the duration in addition to disk 
space utilization. Logs larger than 3 days 
are archived. 

11706  In previous versions of ScaleArc, logs were being 
written line by line into the disk resulting in heavy IO.  

In 3.7, instead of writing logs line by line, 
a buffer of fixed size (4MB, global and 
pre-allocated) is used to store logs. 
These logs will then be will dumped by 
the buffer into disk thus reducing I/O.  

10260/11141 ScaleArc treats prepare-execs as write queries and 
doesn't do load balancing for the traffic. 

Currently we do load balancing of prep-
execs thus supporting applications that 
use prep-exec heavily.  

11655 Prior to 3.7, analytics would be set to the core next to 
the cluster CPU’s core. Also, there was no option for 
the user to clone or allocate another core for the 
previous analytics to be run on the additional core to 
which he is cloning the process.  
 
Prior to 3.7, more than 2 analytics process cannot run 
at a given point in time. When the previous process 
finishes, only then a new one is spawned. Also, all 
analytics process share the CPU’s allocated for 
analytics. 
 
 

Analytics now runs as per CPU 
distribution and by default is set to the 
last licensed core.  
The user can select the analytics process 
of a cluster from the CPU distribution 
page. All the analytics process by default 
would be running in the last licensed 
core. After selecting the analytics 
process of a specific cluster, the user can 
clone the analytics process. Which 
means, the user is allocating another 
core for the previous analytics to be run 
if any on the additional core to which he 
is cloning the process. The user can also 
move these multiple clones among the 
licensed cores. Only that particular 
cluster’s analytics process would run on 
that core.  
 
The hard limit of 2 analytics process 
would now change to the number of 
clones the analytics process of a cluster 
has. 

https://jira.scalearc.com/browse/IDB-11782
https://jira.scalearc.com/browse/IDB-11706
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11225 Prior to 3.7, the “surge queue timeout” value and 
“manual failover” default timeout value were the same 
(30secs).  When a DB server is demoted, new 
connections start adding in the queue and then they 
get timed out after the default 30secs surge queue 
timeout value is reached. 

In 3.7 the default “surge queue timeout” 
value is more than “manual failover” 
timeout value.  The surge queue 
timeout is set to 60sec so new 
connections remain in queue and do not 
get timed out at the same time as the 
failover time out. 

Prepare-Execute Limitations/ Behaviors 

This section provides a list of limitations/behaviors for prepare-execute feature. 

Component Behavior 

ScaleArc 
Configuration 

 The processing capacity of all servers should be same, i.e., the same number of max client 
connections. 

 Read/write split and query level load balancing traffic is supported as prepare-execute traffic. 

 Super cluster configuration is not supported in ScaleArc. A ScaleArc cluster cannot be added as 
a DB server of another ScaleArc cluster. 

Pass through Connections with open prepare-exec statements cannot go into pass-through (for any reason).  
In this situation, the client side connection will be closed.  

Connection 
Reset 

When a client closes a connection or client connection is switched, corresponding server side 
connection is put back into ScaleArc connection pool if connection pooling is enabled. 

Limitations 

Authentication Offload and Failover have been tested with the following combinations of OS, DB server 
and Java versions: 

Application driver 

version 

Oracle server 

version 

Application java 

version 

Oracle server java 

version 
Combination 1    

11.2.0.3 11.2.0.4.0 

 

1.7.0_55 1.6.0_32 

 11.2.0.4 1.7.0_25 

 Combination 2     

11.2.0.1 11.2.0.1.0 1.7.0_55 1.7.0_25 

11.2.0.2  1.7.0_25 1.6.0_22 

11.2.0.3  1.6.0_30  

11.2.0.4       
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This section provides a list of limitations in ScaleArc for Oracle 3.7: 

1. ScaleArc does not support encrypted connections.  

2. ScaleArc does not support checksum enabled connections. 

3. Database language setting other than English is not tested with ScaleArc. 

4. Only UTF-8 encoded bind variable parsing is supported in ScaleArc. Bind variable parsing for UTF-16 encoded 
variable types is not supported.  

5. Oracle thick protocol is treated as pass-through in ScaleArc. 

6. Currently only “Thin 11g” drivers are supported in ScaleArc for Oracle. ScaleArc fully supports only 11g R2. 
And partially supports 11gR1.   

7. Caching is supported only for execute and prepare-exec statement queries. 

8. Fetch queries used to retrieve row data are not cached in ScaleArc. 

9. Stored procedure caching is not currently supported. 

10. Currently, replication lag monitoring feature is not available in this release. 

11. Maximum open cursors limit should be set to 32K in order to support prep-exec caching and auto failover. 
By default this number is 300 and maximum allowed number is 64K. However, Oracle recommends max of 1 
to 2K. 

12. Configuration backup and restore is not supported on machines where the backup machine and the restore 
machine have different IP addresses. This is because the /etc/hosts entry having a backup machine IP is 
copied into the restore machine making the hostname IP mapping incorrect. (IDB-9459).  

13. Cache Pattern and the corresponding cached response are not persistent and on restart of the cluster the 
response is obtained from server rather than cache. (IDB-11198). 

14. The limit on number of users that can be added to Scalearc for Oracle is 100 (IDB-11446). 

15. ScaleArc currently supports a maximum of 8 servers (1 R+W + 7 Read/Read-Standby) for the Oracle 
Read/Write Split functionality. Maximum client connections that can be opened is (200K/n+1) where 
n=number of servers. E.g., with 4 servers the max client connections = 200/5 = 40K.  

This section outlines the limitations for the Auto failover feature in ScaleArc for Oracle 3.7: 

1. Connections opened before Auto-failover flag is enabled are not switched over after failover. These 
connections are still served from original R+W server which is now demoted to standby after failover (IDB-
10131). 

2. During Auto failover, if a client connection is in transaction then ScaleArc will not switch the connection until 
the transaction is committed or roll backed. 

3. During Auto failover, if ScaleArc is in between reading a response from the database server then ScaleArc will 
not switch the connection until the entire response is read. However, if the server goes down, before the 
entire response is completely read from the server, then Scalearc closes such connections. 

4. If application is connection pooled, ScaleArc will not be able to detect when a connection is getting reused by 
the application. Therefore, whenever failover happens, ScaleArc will replay all the alter session commands 
that it has stored for that connection.   
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5. We will treat queries with pending fetches as “in progress queries” and after failover consecutive queries can 
fail with new database server connections. Application will get the same error message that has been 
generated by the database server after failover.  

6. Currently only one Read/Write server per cluster is supported in ScaleArc. 

7. Currently, the Read/ Write server cannot be marked offline.  

8. ZDM will not work for those users which are not configured with ScaleArc. 

9. Currently only a single SID or ServiceName can be specified per DB server when creating new cluster.  

10. All DB servers which belong to the same cluster must have the same root user configured. 

11. Existing connections on primary server do not switch over to newly promoted primary server even after 
changing the role of the server. (IDB-10669). 

Additional Resources 

You can find news, articles, videos, webinars, and other useful information on ScaleArc’s web site.  
To get the most out of the features in ScaleArc for Oracle 3.7 check out our ScaleArc training videos.  
Access ScaleArc’s Knowledge Base for how-to articles, feature description, and troubleshooting information. 
If you need further assistance with any ScaleArc product or service, please contact us. 

http://www.scalearc.com/resources/whitepapers/
http://www.youtube.com/scalearctraining
https://support.scalearc.com/
http://www.scalearc.com/about/contact-us/

